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How to make a metal bunk bed stop squeaking

My daughter has a metal frame platform loft bed and it squeaks everytime she moves. She has a foam mattress so its not the mattress and over the past few weeks I've made sure every single screw on the stupid thing was tight 5 times but it still squeaks. My other 2 daughters have (different styles but still metal) metal frame platform loft beds and
theirs don't squeak. Its driving me nuts. What can I do to help make it not squeak? Any living creature will die if deprived of sleep for long enough. The longest documented occurrence of a person not fully sleeping and surviving is only 11 days. There is a rare disease where deep sleep is never achieved, affecting roughly 100 people worldwide.
Patients usually only survive between 6 to 18 months after the onset of chronic insomnia, and only 3 to 9 months in a parasomnia state without any real REM sleep.Even if you're not suffering from chronic insomnia, minor sleep deprivation affects your weight, mood, mental health, and even your genes. It's tough to avoid the occasional sleepless night
due to stress, not feeling well, or noisy neighbors, but one thing that should never keep you up is a squeaky bed. Image via Shutterstock Annoying and potentially embarrassing.Here are a few quick and simple fixes using stuff you probably have around the house so you can sleep in peace, and help your neighbors sleep, if that's the case. Sometimes,
fixing a squeaky bed is as simple as tightening a few screws and bolts. Check out all the joints on your bed frame and take a wrench or screwdriver to any that are loose. Image via WikiHow You can also try adding washers to the screws (if they don't already have them) to get a tighter fit. Plastic or rubber ones work particularly well. Redditor
agent_sora silenced his wooden IKEA bed frame with old socks. Just remove the mattress and line the middle bar of the frame with socks or other scrap material (e.g. old tee-shirt). Image by Flickr/Jeremy Richardson This keeps the mattress from making direct contact with the frame, which should take care of the sound. Plus, it gives you something to
do with all those mismatched socks. Just like sticky dresser drawers, wax is great for squeaky beds, too. Once you figure out which joint the sound is coming from, rub a candlestick or a bar of paraffin or beeswax all over the contact surfaces of the joint. Image by Flickr/Attila Magyar Depending on what type of bed frame you have, you may need to
take the joint apart. You may need to apply several coats to get rid of the friction causing the sound. For metal frames, oiling the joints or springs can get rid of squeaking. A few drops of vegetable oil or a spray of WD-40 will lubricate the joints and keep them from making noise. Image via Manuel W. Know of another tip that's not on the list? Let us
know in the comments below. Want to master Microsoft Excel and take your work-from-home job prospects to the next level? Jump-start your career with our Premium A-to-Z Microsoft Excel Training Bundle from the new Gadget Hacks Shop and get lifetime access to more than 40 hours of Basic to Advanced instruction on functions, formula, tools,
and more.Buy Now (97% off) >Other worthwhile deals to check out: If you have newly installed a bunk bed then hearing it wobble and squeak might be quite concerning for you. In that case, you will have to find out the underlying cause behind it and find the solution to fix the problem accordingly. This is to prevent your bunk bed from further getting
any sorts of damage, or worse your family getting hurt over it. Why do bunk beds wobble & squeak? The most common reason for bunk beds to wobble and squeak is due to any loose screws or joints. It can get quite dangerous, especially if you have children playing or sleeping on one. You can, however, easily fix this problem by tightening and thus
securing all the loose joints using a wrench. Wobbly or squeaky bunk beds are quite dangerous and you need to find out the reason behind them to fix the problem. Loose Bolts: The very first thing you should do is check all the bolts and screws joining all the connections. If you do not tighten it every few months then it can start loosening up after a
while. This can result in a wobbly or squeaky bed. Metal Bunks: Compared to wooden bunk beds, metal bunk beds are way less sturdy. This can result in it being quite wobbly in nature. Alignment: The metal railings are quite tricky to install and if they are not installed professionally they can end up being unstable. This can make your bunk bed
wobbly. Wear & Tear: If your children are jumping on the bunk bad it can cause wear and tear issues and result in a wobbly or worse collapsed bunk bed. Should bunk beds wobble? Are they supposed to wobble? No, bunk beds are not supposed to wobble. They are supposed to be sturdy and if your one is wobbly or squeaky then there is something
wrong with it. You should check for loose screws and bolts or any underlying problems it might have. A wobbly frame is too much dangerous as it might end up causing a serious accident and harming your children. Visit here to see this on Amazon On the other hand, if you have a metal bunk bed then you can expect it to be a little wobbly as they are
much less sturdy when compared to wooden bunk beds. In that case, it is very important that you get one installed by a professional to make it safer and to avoid any kind of mishap. How to fix a wobbly bunk bed? If you have a wobbly bunk bed then there are various ways you can fix the problem. Tighten the joints: The very first step is for you to
ensure to tighten any screws or bolts holding the joints together. If they are loose, it can be one of the top causes for your bunk bed to be wobbly. Secure it with braces: If you install a wood rail and then install bracing it will heavily secure your bunk bed. Thick bedposts: It is a good idea to invest in thicker bedposts as it will make your bunk bed
more sturdy. The thickness of your pole is important as it will help to distribute the weight on more even grounds and thus prevent your bunk bed from shaking. Bolt the feet to the ground: Install some feet underneath the poles and bolt them to the ground. This will give the base more structure and support, making it stronger and less wobbly. Use
solid tubes: Solid metal tubes will give your bunk bed more support over hollow ones as they are bulkier. More support means that your bunk bed will be less wobbly. How can I make my bunk bed more sturdy? In a few steps, you can easily fix your wobbly bunk bed and make it more sturdy. Checkup: Ensure that all the screws are tightly screwed. If
not, use a wrench to screw them tightly in place. If your bed is made of metal then you must ensure that there are not any dents present. Change the posts: If your bed is bent or damaged then you must replace the posts with solid ones to make your bed sturdier. Visit here to see this on Amazon Install braces: At the peak of the bed, install a metal or
wooden rail and make sure to use round edges. In the middle of your poles, install bracing on four of the poles. This will make your bed very sturdy and prevent it from shaking. Furthermore, consider installing feet for maximum protection. Buy one that is wider than the posts and bolt it to the ground. This will stop it from wobbling altogether.
Protect your bed: Make sure to avoid having your children jump on them at all costs. More often than not, it causes your bunk bed to have wear and tear and as a result be wobbly. Strictly only use it for sleeping purposes. How do you reinforce top bunk? You can strengthen the top bunk by installing rails. This will end up bracing your poles and
making your bunk a lot sturdier. You can also install slats on the base for more support. Additionally, ensure to tighten all the screws joining the connections together using a wrench. You can use construction adhesive on the joints to make it a lot stronger. Why do bunk beds squeak? Loose joints are a common culprit behind squeaky bunk beds.
Loose boards can also be a reason for the squeaky sounds. Serious issues like these can end up causing accidents if you don’t take care of them immediately. Besides that, metal bunk beds are less sturdy and can be quite squeaky in nature. If you have loose joints then they might be the reason behind the squeaky sounds. Other than that, there are
some other plausible reasons you should look out for so that you can fix the problem accordingly. Faulty mattress: This is the most obvious reason. Having a faulty mattress may result in squeaking noises and as a result, might make you think the problem is due to the bunk bed. Additionally, the mattress might rub against your bed frame and make
an unpleasant noise. Visit here to see this on Amazon Loose Joints: Once again, loose joints are also a cause that can lead to your bunk bed making unpleasant noises. Especially loose ones around the bed frame can be the source of the problem. Uneven floorboards: Another cause you might end up overlooking is uneven floorboards. If you have
uneven floorboards or if the bed frame’s legs are not even then it can cause squeaky sounds. Are all metal bunk beds squeaky? In general, metal bunk beds compared to wooden bunk beds are way less sturdy in nature. This can cause it to showcase more unpleasant noises such as squeakiness. These squeaks are a result of when the metal parts grind
against each other at the joints. Additionally, metal box frames can also cater to such noises. This is what makes most metal bunk beds emit a squeaking noise even at the slightest of movement. However, if you are willing to spend the extra cash then you will come across much better quality and expensive metals. These have a much less tendency to
make unpleasant squeaky noises. Alongside that, they also come with lubricants at the metal joints to prevent any further noise from occurring. If you are considering buying a bunk bed and are a light sleeper then the extra cash is worth spending. How to stop bunk beds squeaking? The most important step is first to find the root of the problem so
that you can take proper steps accordingly to fix it. Remove the mattress: The very first thing you must ensure doing is taking the mattress off and checking if the squeaky sounds are due to a faulty or worn-out mattress. Check for loose boards: Loose boards might be a cause of a squeaky bed and you must repair it fully before using it again.
Additionally, check for any uneven footing as it can cause the entire bunk bed to be unstable. Look for loose joints: Check all the corners of the bunk bed thoroughly and look out for any loose or missing joints. Use a wrench to fix them. Lubrication: Look for any faulty spots that might be the cause of the squeaky noise. Use wax or lubricant spray to
fix that area. If the mattress is pressing against the bed frame and making a noise then you can use a sock as a lubricant barrier in between them. Visit here to see this on Amazon How to stop wooden bunk beds from squeaking & creaking? The most important part is to find the cause of the problem. More often than not, these noises are emitted due
to loose joints. The solution to that is very easy as you can just grab a wrench and fix the spots. If there are any particular spots where the noise is coming from then you can just use a lubricant spray to prevent it. However, do keep in mind that bunk beds are for sleeping. If your children are jumping on them over time they will be prone to such
unpleasant noises. You must ensure to avoid such activities at all costs. Does humidity make a loft bed wobble or squeak? Yes, humidity does end up making wooden bunk beds wobbly or emit a squeaky sound. This is because excess humidity makes the wood expand which ends up hurting the wooden bed as a whole and makes it unstable. It can also
contribute to loose joints. How to fix a metal bunk bed? If your metal bunk bed is wobbly, installing braces and a rail can help fix it and make it much sturdier. However, do keep in mind that metal bunk beds are tricky to work with and they are quite wobbly in nature. Therefore, it will be in your best interest to get it professionally fixed. If your bunk
bed is being wobbly or squeaky then do not panic. Instead, calmly watch out for the reason the problem is occurring and thus act accordingly to fix it. Avoid using it while it is making such concerning noises and especially keep your children away from it. Frequently Asked Questions: Can You Use Memory Foam on Bunk Bed? Do Bunk Beds Need Box
Springs? How Much Weight Can a Bunk Bed Hold? How Wide Should a Bunk Bed Ladder Be? How to Cover the Bottom of a Bunk Bed?
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